
Geologic photogrammetry using standard
small-frame cameras

Keld S. Dueholm

Multi-model photogrammetry enables precise three-dimensional measurements from
strips or blocks of overlapping small-frame photographs (colour slides). The method
can be used for geo-scientific terrain analysis and mapping. Of special interest is the
ability to map otherwise inaccessible terrain features such as geological outcrops on
steep mountain faces and canyon walls. Field photography is carried out without
special photogrammetric training using ordinary small-frame cameras. Photographs
can be taken at any scale and angle from terrestrial stations, helicopters, light planes,
or boats. In the laboratory, strips or blocks of small-frame photographs are set up in
an analyticai stereo-plotter where multiple stereoscopic model pairs are simulta
neously orientated. Interpretation and compilation is continuous across model
boundaries. Data can be plotted in many different projections.

The multi-model photogrammetric technique is explained and procedures are
outlined for camera calibration, photography, and acquisition of ground-control
information.

K. S. D., Institute af Surveying and Photogrammetry, Technical University af Den
mark, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark.

Photogrammetry is used primarily as a technique to
produce precise topographic maps from aerial photo
graphs. The method has also been applied for many
years to geologic photo-interpretation and mapping at
the U.S. Geological Survey and the Geological Survey
of Greenland (Pillmore et al., 1981). In the traditional
photogrammetric method, overlapping vertical aerial
photographs are set up in a mechanical photogram
metric plotting instrument, creating a stereoscopic
model. When properly orientated, this model is a true,
deformation-free representation of the photographed
terrain. By means of a tracing assembly, the operator
controls the three-dimensional movements of a floating
mark superimposed on the perceived stereoscopic
model. Using the floating mark as a pointing device
outcrops be can traced, maps compiled, and precise
three-dimensional measurements can be made.

Pre-existing vertical aerial photographs, originally
taken for topographic mapping purposes, are used for
conventional geologic photogrammetry. In many pro
jects these large-frame, black and white exposures pro
vide an excellent basis for map compilation, measure
ment of structural parameters, and storing and manip
ulating three-dimensional surfaces (Dueholm &
Pillmore, 1989; Hougaard et al., 1991). However, the
resolution is often inexpedient for the purpose of other
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geological mapping projects. An inconvenient scale, a
poor angle of view, or shadows in the photographs may
obscure critical detail, making them extremely hard to
identify and follow with the floating mark of the pho
togrammetric instrument. If the vertical aerial photo
graphs are of a steep feature, such as a mountain side,
then details are often impossible to see and map. Only
in very rare situations are photogrammetric flight oper
ations equipped for oblique photography. These prob
lems can now be overcome by applying photogram
metric techniques directly to fieId photographs, using
the new multi-model method (Dueholm, 1990).

The multi-model method uses an analyticai stereo
plotter for three-dimensional measurements and map
compilation. The analyticai plotter is a computer-con
trolled photogrammetric instrument in which the ster
eoscopic model is controlIed by mathematical formulas
and parameters within the computer software. Because
the stereoscopic model is maintained mathematicaIly
instead of mechanically, virtuaIly all types of photo
graphs can be accommodated by the software. The
multi-model software programme enables the simulta
neous set-up of strips Ol' blocks of small-frame pho
tographs that form multiple stereoscopie models. Mod
els are set up alone or in combination with aerial pho
tographs. The method then allows for the free
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movcmcnt betwecn tbe aerial model and the smalI

frame model(s) during :;ubscquent interpretation and

mapping.

The multi-model photogrammetric mcthod

Field Phorography

Strips Ol' blocks of overlapping phowgraphs are Ulken

from successive positions along a tcrnlin feature. Tlle
pholographs are ulken according to guidelincs outlineC!

in thc seclion 'Photogrtlphy' (SCl:: bclow). Knowledge uf
the carnera station positions or angle af rotation bc
twccn ('r,ulles is not rcquircd. Therefore, photographs
ean be takell obliqucly out (lr tile apen window af a

hclicopter or light acroplane flying along a mountain

side, or from ti boa! sailing along sleep coastal cliffs.

Tile C<lmcra llsed for photography ean he the typical

srnall-l"ramc field carnera carricd by geoJogists on expc~

ditions. Any stable earnera \.\lith a gaod quality lens rllat

has Illanual controls or fixcd foeus ean be used, bur it

must be calibratcd eithcr befme or after the field pho

togr<lphs h<lvc becH taken. Carnera requirements <lnd Cl

camcra calibration procedure are describcd in the next

section.

As an examplc, Fig. 1 '::'>how,::,> a hypothctical photog
raphy situation. An area is covered by pre-existing Pioln-

chromatie vertical aerial photographs originally used for

topographic ll1apping. Thcsc photographs are subse

quently llscd for geological photo~interprctation and

mapping, but a steep cmtstal mountain face does not

appear \.\lith sufficient resolution for geological study.

Thereforc. on a reconnaissance night by helicopreL the

pilot is directed to fly along, the ll10ulllain face at a

suitable height and distance from tlle rnountain.

Through the apen window of the helicopter lhe gcol~

ogis! takcs overlapping photographs with his srnall

frame call1era. A near venieal coas!al cliff of spccial

intcrest rcquircs more detailed analysi'::'>. For this study

tlle gcologist motors along the cliff in a rubber dinghy

for close range photogr<lphy.

Multi-model blocks

In thc laboratory, the srnall-framc photographs are

grouped in strips or bloeks. ea lied Illulti-model bloeks,

that fit the t\.\lO stage plates ofthe analyticaI plotter. The

stage platcs will each hold 20 photographs takcn with 35
mm camcras or 9 photographs takcn with 70 mm ei1ll1

eras. Thercfore. as lTlan)' as 39 models forrncd by over

lapping 35 mm photographs Ol' 17 models formed by

ovcrl<:lpping 70 !TIm photographs ean bc set up silllulta

ncou'::'>ly. In order to facilitatc the h::Hldting, of l1"Iany

sTl1;:dl-framc photographs, alternating Ieft and right pho-

Fig. 1 Sketch by O . .Iacobi show
ing hypmhcticHI photograpl1y af
stecp cO<lstal cliffs. Stereo pho
tographs ,lfC I<lken I"rom a hcli

cOP\c1" and c!osc IIp i\l\<\gcs from

a rubber dinghy. In lhe mulli
model melhod lhese photograplls
are combinl::d wilh pre-cxisting
vertical aerial photographs. indi
caleu by the aerophlllcS in the
skelch. Thus, (he cliffs CUl be
studicd photogrammctrically in
the dit"ferCllt scales and view an
,gles ol" (he various photogrilphs.
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Fig. 2. A tcrnplatc SCl whcl'c small-frame phorographs (originuls in colour) takcn with ;1 I-Iassclblad G1Iner:) are mounlcd in holes
cut out af lwO film shccls. Altcrnatillg lefl and right photographs of the model pairs are mOllllted on tbe lWO templates. Thc

photognq)hs conslitute [wn illulti-Illodel bioeks. The!Op eleven photographs (six Oll the left template alld flve an the right) form [l

strip uf len stcreoscopic models. The remaining seven photographs form {l separate strip af six models. The while crosses at the

tcmplatc corners arc fiducial marks.

lographs af the moclel pairs ean be con laet printcd unto

lwo film shects calkd tcmplatcs (Fig. 2). olle for cach

stage plate (Dueholrn, 1990). Ir equipment for canlact

printing is not reaclily availablc, templates C<Hl bl' made
by mounting the original small-frame photographs in

holes cut-out of mylar or other stable film sheets.
Photographs ol' ditlerent origin, sc,de, and angle af

vie\\' ean be set up in ane multi-model block. In lhe

example from Fig. I a model formed hy two aerial

photographs ean bl' sel up toget her with selccted mod

els fonned by till' srnall-frarne pbotographs. Thus. in
one multi-model block the geologist ean work in the
general, birds-eye vie\\' ol' the venieal aerial photo

graphs. the ohlique vie\\' ol' the helicopter colour pho
tographs, and the dase IIp vie",: af the boat photographs

covering the vertical cliff at a large se<de.

In the case ol' eombining aerial photographs and
smal l-frame photographs, the small-frame pholographs
ean bl' mounted in holes cut out af thase parts ar the
acrial photographs that are not required for the CLlffent

model (Fig. 3). Tims, the aerial photographs ean serve

as templates for small-I"ramc photographs. and at the

same time provide a stereoscopic model themsdvcs.

Grot/nd control

All photogrammetric mapping rncthods require the

lise af grouIlc\ control for scaling and leve Iling of the

stcreoscopic modcl. Howcver, a method which rcquires

[hat control points are surveyed in the field is ol' lillk
bcncfil lO gcologists. In the multi-model teehnique,

control points rcquired for Orierlt3tion af the stereo

scopic models arc lransfcrred from topographic maps or
venical aerial photographs.

For the orientation of [hl' vertieal acrial photographs

in Fig. l aerotriangulated control points may he avail

<lble from a topographic survey, ar alternativciy the

models may be set up with reference to features on

dctailed modern topographic maps. Tlle strip ol' models

fonned by the obliquc photographs taken from a hel i
copter are then tied to the vcrtical aerial photographs

using points idcntified and l11easured in both the vertical
and oblique photographs. Thc strip ol' models fonned

by the close up boat photographs is sirnilarly lied to the

oblique helicoptcr photographs.
Simple measuremcnts (such as tape distances, com

pass dircetions. Ol' altimcter elevations) takell in the
field can also bc used for orientatioll. COlltrol informa

tion is further dcscribed in the section entitled 'Ground

control' .

.MIl/ti-modelorientlHion

Thc multi-model software programme is used to SCl

up the tcmplates in the analytieal plotter and orielltate

the models. The programme performs a bundle block
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Fig. 3. A multi-model hlock where slllall-frarnc pholOgraphs are mounted in hoJes eul Oll! (lf vcrtiG11 aerial photographs. Thc

venical acri(ll photographs lhus serve as lcmplatcs for tlle small-framc photographs, and at thl' same lilTle pro\'ide a stereoscopie
model thernselves in Ihe UllClJl ,Irens. Tlle multi-Illodel block consists ol' thirtecn stcreuscopic Illodds: Olle moorl formed by the
overlapping <lcri[ll pholographs, il strip uf thn:c models forrned by the four 70-tl11l1 photographs. which were !akell from a
helicoptcr. and a strip of nille models forrncd by the ten 35-tl1m images taken from tcrrestrial stations. Thc faUT fiducial marks
used fOr orientation af cach af the Iwo vcrlie<i1 aeria! phoLOgraphs with illsets afe IO(~aled an their sides.

adjustment af the ground control inform<ltion and pho
togrammetrically mcasured tie points bctwecn phOLO
graphs. The operator is guided through tlle measurc
ment of tie points by the programme. Transfer ol' tie
points between pholOgraphs is bascd Oll stereoseopie
identifieatioJl. No marking or description or points is
necdccl within onc SCl af templates. During the bundle
bloek adj lIstrnent, all ohservations (tic points and
grouncl control) are weighted by the inverse sguare af
an a priori error providcd by the operator. Preliminary
values for the adjuslmenl parameters are automaticaJly
calellJated. The programme illcludcs automatic identifi
cat ion or gross errors and reduction nf weight an the
observations involved.

Reselling af mulli-model blocks

The template sheets (Fig. 2) ur the acriai photographs
(Fig. 3) that hold the small-frame phoLOgraphs each
have four tiek m<lrks (fiducial marks). that arc uscd Io
register the bJock af photographs on a templatc set to
the stage plates af the analytieal plotter. When a lTIulti
model block has been sct up the first time, which is time
eonsuming, the parameters of the bundle block adjust
ment are stored in data files. Resetting of the block is
done by simpi Ymeasuring the four tiek marks of each af

the two tcmplatcs involvecl. This procedure takes only a
few minutes. Thercfore. templates aiready prepared.
orient<ltccL and arcllived ean be reset at any time anel
liset! for additional interpretation and compilation. Be
cause of the very fast resetting procedure, several differ
ent multi-model blocks ean be eonvcniently llsed for
compilation during a work day.

Geo{of;icat mapping

Arter the set up af tlle photographs in the analyticai
plotter is cOlllpletcd, the geologist Ci:1I1 proceed with
geologieal interpretation and mapping using GEOPRO
GRAM (Dueholm & Coe. 1989). This prograrnme is
used to measure geological stfuelures and to draw maps
and seetions and axionometric ar perspective views, and
it supports tllree-dimensional analysis and data t:ollec
lion cOlltinuously across model boundaries. The geol
ogist views the images through stereoscopie oplics and
guides the floating mark through the models. An autQ
matie model change oceurs \vhencver tbe noating mark
is moved across the image frame line of either af lhe two
photographs af the cunent model. The floating mark
moves to tlle same point in the neighbouring model
across the frame line. In addition, tlle model ean be
changed by eommand. In this way the floating mark



may be moved to the same point in models forrned by
photographs of different scale or view angle within the
same template set.

The analyticai plotter monitors the X, Y, and Z coor
dinates of the floating mark. Three-dimensional coor
dinates can therefore be digitised into computer memo
ry. Using GEOPROGRAM, the geologist can collect
and manipulate three-dimensional data digitised from
the stereo photographs, calculate geological parameters
(such as, strike and dip of bedding, piunge and direction
of fold axes, and stratigraphic thickness of beds), and
project planes that represent geological surfaces into
the stereoscopic model which allows visual extrapola
tion from, and interpolation between, measured out
crops. The programme also includes facilities for stor
ing, retrieving, plotting, and displaying lines, symbols,
and text. Line types and symbols can be defined individ
ually and data can be labelled.

Plot projections

During map compilation or off-line plotting of rec
orded data, several plot projections can be defined and
used. Currently, the folIowing plot projections are
available: (1) orthographic projection, that allows defi
nition of any plane on which to project data by describ
ing the plane's direction and tilt (equivalent to strike
and dip angles of geologic planes) thereby generating
normal map projections and sections plotted outo
oblique or vertical profile planes; (2) perspective views
and isometric or diametric drawings, that can be seen
from any direction and at any angle; and (3) full periph
ery projection, that is used for displaying maps of tunnel
and shaft walls.

A switch between defined projections during map
compilation can be made by merely entering an identifi
cation number. The capability of plotting in several
projections allows the inspection and evaluation of the
compiled data from manyangles during interpretation
and mapping. For example, different projections could
produce a traditional orthogonal map, a vertical profile
plane, or a perspective view of the data. Because rec
orded data are stored in three dimensions, they may be
subsequently plotted in any available projection.

Data verification

A GEOPROGRAM function allows the operator to
scroll through recorded data. As this is done, the float
ing mark of the photogrammetric instrument simulta
neously moves to the coordinate positions of the data
points and the operator ean see how each feature was
mapped. Foot switches on the analyticai plotter control
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the direction and speed of scroll. In effect, this facility
superimposes, in a point-by-point, line-by-line manner,
previously measured and recorded data onto the ster
eoscopic image of the scene. Thus, it provides a means
of verifying recorded data or visually locating any three
dimensional data that have either previously been
mapped and stored in GEOPROGRAM or translated
into the GEOPROGRAM-recording format from other
data sources.

Accuracy

The photogrammetric accuracies obtained are better
than 20 microns on the photograph scale. For example,
a steep mountain face may be photographed from a
distance of one kilometre with a 35 mm mirror-reflex
camera using a 35 mm wide angle lens. This gives pho
tographs on a scale of 1:30 000 and potential accuracy
better than 60 cm. For very detailed studies, in for
example quarries, photographs taken at a distance of 10
m with the same camera would give a photograph scale
of c. 1:300 and measurement accuracy better than 6
mm. Absolute accuracy depends on the ground control
situation. Ground control of superior accuracy will pro
vide absolute accuracy equal to the photogrammetric
accuracy. Often, one has to use less accurate ground
control (see the section entitled 'Ground control'), and
here the absolute accuracy decreases to the accuracy of
the ground control. However, since the ground control
information is weighted during bundle block adjust
ment, the relative accuracy between models remains
equal to the photogrammetric accuracy.

Instrumentation

The multi-model method was developed for the Kern
D~ 15 analyticai plotter with a DEC VMS operating
system. Prototypes of the new multi-model photogram
metric system are available from the Institute of Survey
ing and Photogrammetry, Technical University of Den
mark and the DigitaVPhotogrammetric Geologic Map
ping Laboratory (Plotter Lab), U.S. Geological Survey
in Denver.

The camera

Camera parameters, such as the lens distortion, the
precise focal length and the principal point (position of
the image relative to the lens), must be known in pho
togrammetry. Standard small-frame cameras generally
have large lens distortion and variable focallength that
do not have the precision necessary for accurate pho
togrammetry. However, the multi-model programme is
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able to ca1culate these parameters using one of several
methods: (a) camera parameters are ca1culated during
the set-up of an individual model, or block of models,
by using ground-control points; (b) camera parameters
are determined by camera calibration and then used as
known parameters during the subsequent set-up of
models; or (c) camera parameters are ca1culated using
any combination of methods (a) and (b). Method (a)
requires accurate, well distributed ground control. Be
cause ground control is normally difficult to acquire,
method (b) is often the most feasible in geologic pho
togrammetry. Method (c) is feasible when a camera has
been calibrated at a different focal length than that
required for a particular project. In this case, the dis
tortion curve and the principal point can be obtained
from the camera calibration, whereas the unknown fo
cal length is calculated separately using at least one
additional control point in the model set-up.

Camera calibration

A calibration-point array (test fieid) and the multi
model programme are used for camera calibration. The
test field consists of about one hundred targets equally
distributed in a spatial steel framework. The targets are
surveyed using electronic theodolites to an accuracy of
0.1 mm standard deviation. The framework is built so
that no deformation, other than an overall scale change
(unimportant for camera calibration) results from
changes in temperature.

To calibrate a camera, the test field is photographed
from the front, so that the target array fills the entire
image. The camera must be set at the same focus as it
will be set for subsequent photogrammetric use in the
fieid. Focusing at infinity is appropriate for most geol
ogic applications. In order to reproduce the calibrated
focal length precisely, the focal ring is turned until it
stops at infinity. It a doser focus is required, the focal
adjustment should be fixed (taped) at the required focus
position and not changed between calibration and use in
the fieid.

The developed film is mounted in the analyticai plot
ter and the coordinates of the targets are measured in
the image. The multi-model programme compares the
measured photograph coordinates with the results of
the target survey using a self-calibrating bundle ad
justment. In this way it ca1culates the camera position
and rotation as well as the best-fit lens distortion curve
parameters, focal length, and principal-point coordi
nates.

Preferably, calibration should be performed before
field work in order to determine the stability of the
camera. However, the calibration data are not required

during the actual field photography; if the camera is
known to be stable, calibration after field work is ac
ceptable.

Fiducial marks and film flatness

There are two remaining difficulties concerning the
use of calibrated standard cameras for photogram
metry:

1) The camera lacks fiducial marks or reseau crosses
that can define an image coordinate system. Therefore,
the coordinate measurements must be based on the
establishment of the corners of the photograph or the
frame lines. Commonly the photograph corners are
rounded and the shape differs slightly from frame to
frame because of film warp. An easy and sufficiently
precise way to measure a corner of a photograph is to
visually extrapolate the frame lines to their intersection,
and measure this intersection point.

2) The camera does not have pressure or vacuum
devices to keep the film flat against the camera back.
Present experience shows that 35 mm film is less influ
enced by film warp than 70 mm film due to the smaller
camera frame that reduces the free film span in the 35
mm camera.

As aresult of these difficulties, standard small-frame
cameras are expected to give a somewhat lower accu
racy than metric cameras with fiducial marks or reseau
crosses and vacuum or pressure backs. However, many
standard cameras have been tested with very good re
sults. The reduction of accuracy encountered has been
negligible, considering the accuracy demands of most
geological mapping studies.

Metric cameras

It accuracy is a concern, metric cameras are available
that can be used for hand-held photography (e.g. Has
seIbiad MKWE, Pentax PAMS645 and Rolleimetric
6006). These metric cameras are relatively expensive
and heavy to carry.

Photography

Three-dimensional coordinate positions can be ca1cu
lated from measurements on any pair of overlapping
photographs provided the two photographs are taken
from different camera stations. However, the accuracy
of the ca1culated coordinates and the perception of the
stereoscopic model depends on the geometry of the
photographing situation.

Stereoscopic perception of the model is important for
interpretation and measurement. In industrial and ar-
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Fig. 4. Sketch. vicwed from abon:', illustrating thc taking ol'
stereo pholographs. The convcrgcncc angle (v) af tht: carnera
axcs and the intcrsCClion angle (i) af light rays connccling

objcct points with the GJrnera stations are shawn.

chitcclural photogrammelry. monoscopic measurc
mcnts, i.~. measuremcnt in two orientatcd photographs
but without stereo vision, are possihle \vhen the objcct
bcing measurcd is well dcfincd and eas}' to idcntify in

both photographs. This is almast never the case with

geologic features. Stereoscopie perception depends an

thc convcrgcncc angle (v) between tlle axes of the 1wo
camcras used (Fig. 4). Whcn thc convergence angle
execeds 20' slcreoscopic viewing becomes very c1ifficult.
Tlle best stereoscopic perception is obtained wnen the

camcra <1xes arc parallel (II = O).
The accuracy af the calcuIatcd depth coordinate (in

the c1irection af the e;lmcra axis) is dependent on tne
angle af intcrsection (i) between the two ligbt rays Lhat
conncet the point af interest in the scene with the cam

era lenses of the two photograplling stations (Fig. 4). A

right angle intersection gives the hest result. Thc acclI

rac)' af the depth coordinate decrcases as tile intersec

tion angle varies from a right angle. Therefore, until the

intersection angle exeeeJs 90'-', (he (urther apart the

camera stations, the more aecurate the results.

lhkiflg parallel pholograph,
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An overlap of 60 percent is used in the formula. The
camera-to-object distance is calculared from the desired

average photograph scaIe (S) by means af tile farmula:

(2)

The camera-to-object disrance shouId be the shortest

distance from the carnera to any point of interest in the

scene. Stcreoscopic covcrage IS then ensured for all
other parts ol' the scene.

Excessive depth variations 111 the scene ean makc
stcrcoseopie perception difficult when viewing photo

graphs that only overlap 60 percent. In addition, 60

percent over/ap might not always el1surc sufficient stcr

eoscopic coverage when the camera is hand held.
Thcrcfore, pholographs shauld he taken with 80 per
cent overlap in tile field (rhoto basis equal half the

caklllatccl B). Later. during stereoscopic mapping, the
fiO percent overlap of alternating photographs may be

sullicient for the majority of models.

Wide~nngle lenses shoulJ be used to obtain a reason

ablc depth accuracy (large intersection angks). Focal
lengths no longer than 3S mm for 35 mm cameras and
110 longer than 60 mm for 70 mm cameras are recoll1

mended. With bath types of caJneras and 60 percent

overlap, Ihc accunlcy af deprh mcnsurcmcnl is aboul

half the nccuracy of measurements in planes that nre
parallel to the photo plane. With increasing focallength
and/ar overlap. the intersection angle tkcrcases to a
point where it will be difficult to orientale the pho

tographs properly in the nnalytical plotter.

Helicoprer phOlogruphy

Present logistic work procedures in Greenland use
hclicuptcr transport for the geologisfs camp changcs
and reconnaissancc Oights. Helicoprers are excellent

Photographs for photogrammetrie use arc normall)'
taken so that camera axes are parallel and images over
lap about 60 percent. In Ihis ...vay, e<Jcll stcreoscopic
model pair overlaps a neighbouring pair by about 20

percent of the frame size. Tilis ensures stereoscopic

coverage even ir the camera stations and phowgraph

direetions vary somewhat from those that were planned.

Tbe distance (R) hetween camera stations (the photo
base) is ca!cul<lted from tlle camera-to~object distance
(D). the focal length (c), the frame sizc (j) , anc! the

o.....erlap (Fig. 5) according to the foliowing formula:

B = (1-D.6) D {I c (l)

Camera

•,,,
60%,

,

f •

,
Overlap,

t ,
y

*~-----------.

c D
Fig. 5. Sketch. vicwcd from abovc. illustrating thc taking of

parallel photographs with 60 percent overlap. Parametf'fS ill
volved in the camputation of the photo basis (8) arc shawn.
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Sufficiently precise values fur Z and ø are measurcd on
a topognlphic map. Phota basis is ealculated from for

Illula (1) and by using an anticipatecl ground speed of
thc helicopter, tht: approximatc time lapse betwecn ex
poslIres may be calculatecl. The time lapse (t) in scconds
is calculated from the ground speed (G) in km/h and the

photo basis (8) in m using the folIowing formula:

platforms for oblique phorogr<lphy af steep moulltain
sides. The folIowing procedure is recommcndecl when

taking photographs from Cl helicopter (01' a light aero

plane).

For hest slcrcoscopic perception the camcra is
pointcd at the slore af interest so that [he image plane is

approxim<ltely parallel to this slope. The pilot is di
reeted to fly n[ollg straight lines ar in very gent[e curves.

For eacll sharp [um the helicopter must circie and start a

new photographic strip. Tlle pilot controls the flight

height using the altimeter af the helicopter, hut the

distance to the mountain side is cstablishcd by the gcol
ogist wll0 takes the photographs. Befme a phorographic
strip is stlll"ted the geologist directs [he pilot to the

CQrrect distance. This is done by evaluating the exlent of

thc scene in the view finder of the camera while fJying

towards tbe scene at the required (light hcigbt. Thc pilot

will normaily be ablc to navigate at this arproximate

distance during the photography af the entire strip.
The photo basis (D) ur time lap betwct:n cxposurcs is

best jlldged in the view finder. \Vhcn a photograph is
ulken the central poillt af the scene is observed and

rcrncmberecl. \Vhile kecping the carnera in the same

direct ion the central point is followed continllously in

the view finder and the next photograph is takell when
the central point has rnoved 20% ol" the l"rame width (for
80% overlap).

At the plmHling stage c')timales ean be made of the

camer.Ho-object distance, flight height. photo basis,

and time lapse bctwecn cxposurcs that ean serve as
guidelines during photography. Forrnllla (2) is lised IO
calculate the ealllera-IO-object distance (D) from thc
plan ned photograph scale. An approximate f1ight height

(H) is computecl from D, an estimated average slope

angle (O) uf the scene. and the elcvation of the terrain

point at the centre af the photograph (Z) (see Fig. 6) by
means af tlle forlllula:

H ~ 7 + () cos (0)

t = 3.6 IJ I G

(:1)

(4)

Camera

~ '"====----'--"------''---- zero

Fig. 6. Sketch illustnlting oblique photogr3phy from helicoptcr
or acroplanc. I-'MClJllclcrs involvcd in the ca1culation ot an

appruxirnale f1ight hcight (1-') are shawn.

is calculatcd by formula (I) to 288m for 60'-'!rJ overlap ar

144 m for 80% overlap. Anlicipating a ground speed of
100 km/h. which is typical for small helicopters. the time
lapse bctwccn cxposllres is ealculated by formula (4) !O

iJbollt 5 scconds. The calculatcd time lapse is a good
guidclillc c1uring pholOgraphy. Howcvcr. thc distance to
the mouIltain side, the ground speed, and tlle camera

direct ion invariahly change during [he heJicoptcr flight .

Thereforc, the overlap should always be visually
chccked by tracking the movcment af the centre point
in the view finder as described above.

Tile exposllre time must bc sct sufficiently shurt to

minimise image blul" causecl by image motion due to

vibration ar the hclicopter and the relative movement of
thc eamcra \VitIl respect to the scene. As ;:lTl examplc.
using a shutter speed of 1/250 for thc photography sit
uation described above results in an image motion af IO
cm during tlle exposure due to a grouncl spt:cd af 100
km/h. At thc photo scale af 1:20000 IO cm is equal to 5

microns wbich is an acceptable figure. For photographs

Oll a larger scale a faster slllltter speed is required.

Therc is no time for mcasurement uf light conditions
and individual sctting of shuttcr speed during in-f1ight
photography. Thcrefore an average selting has to be

uscd for tile entire strip. light is measured from the

hclicopter towards the rnoulltain side to be plloto

graphcd. It is irnponant to measure the light reflected
by thc l110untain side itself without inl1uence from a
bright sky or sca surface. If possibie tlle light is mea

sured at a dose distance. If conditions cilange cIrasti

cally c1uring photography the helicopter musl circie

while a new camera setting is fuund.

As an example a ~5 111m camera with Cl facallength of 35
mm is used for photography at a plan ned scale af

1:20000. Using formu1a (2) D is calculated to 700 m. IJ

Terrestria! phowgraphy

In order to obtain parallel photography from ter

rcstrial camera stations a compass can be llsed to direct
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Film

When using a 35 mm camera with a 35 mm lens this
angle is dose to the critical angle of 20° mentioned
earlier. Using a 50 mm lens the angle is about 15° and
stereoscopic vision is possible, but is strenuous on the
eyes. The convergent photograph method, however, is
a means of increasing the intersection angle (i) and
therefore the depth accuracy when using normal-angle
lenses (50 mm for 35 mm cameras).

The Kern DSR15 analyticai plotter has zoom optics
with 5 to 20 times enlargement. In order to take full
advantage of the large magnification, a high resolution
film should be used for photography. It is recommended
that a 64 ASA film is used depending on light condi
tions. Use colour slide film (the analyticai plotter uses
film diapositives) and insist that the images are not cut
or frarned by the film developing company.

Twoconflicting factors are considered in the choice of
film speed for helicopter or light aircraft operations.

the camera to the same bearing for each photograph
station. A correct photo basis is established with suffi
cient accuracy by estimating the overlap in the view
finder of the camera.

Another means of ensuring a correct photo basis is to
measure the camera-to-object distance. The camera-to
object distance can be measured on a map, by taping or
pacing in the fieid, or, if necessary, estimated. The
photo basis is then calculated using formula (1) and
parallel photographing axes are established by estimat
ing the desired overlap in the view finder. It the camera
to-object distance is estimated, then extra care should
be taken in checking the overlap in the camera's view
finder.

A shutter speed of 1/125 is recommended for hand
held photography. It a tripod is used shutter speed may
be decreased so that very high resolution film can be
used.

For a strip of photographs along a steep geologic
feature, such as a mountain side, parallel camera axes
and 60 percent or 80 percent photograph overlap, as
described above, are strongly recommended for the best
results. When only a single model is required, con
vergent photographs may be used. The geologist should
use formula (1) to calculate the distance between the
camera stations, then rotate the camera to the desired
convergence. The convergence angle at which both
frames cover the same object area is calculated by the
formula:

Ground control

Control points

Field surveying of ground control points is usually not
possibIe on time constrained geological expeditions.
Fortunately, surveyed ground control points are often
not necessary to satisfy the accuracy demands of geo
logic photogrammetry. Control points can be measured
with sufficient accuracy on modem topographic maps or
stereoscopic vertical or oblique aerial photographs.
Points are located that can be identified in both the
small-frame photographs and either the map or the
aerial photographs. The map is registered to adigitising
table or a pen plotter and the coordinates of the located
points are digitised. Aerial photographs must be set up
and orientated in the analytical plotter and the located
points digitised before orientating the small frame pho
tographs. With the multi-model programme both the
aerial photographs and several small-frame photo
graphs can be orientated at the same time, which facil
itates point identification.

At least three control points are needed for the orien
tation of a single model. It a block of models is orien
tated simultaneously, the necessary number of control
points averages one per model plus two additional
points for the entire block. Identification of reliable
points on maps or on vertical aerial photographs that
can be transferred to oblique small-frame photographs
is often difficult and time consuming. Therefore, any
control information obtained in the field that can be
used to reduce the need for transferring control points is
desirable. Some field observations are easy to obtain.
The photographing stations may be identifiable and ac
curately positioned on a map or on aerial photographs.
When photographs are taken from a boat, the height of
the camera above water level can be determined. Such
information can be added to the block adjustment to
improve the orientation, and reduce the demand for
transferring control points.

Slow film (low ASA) is needed for high resolution and
fast film is desired to reduce image blur from image
motion. For helicopter photography in Greenland a 64
ASA high resolution film is often sufficiently fast for
photography on a scale of 1:20 000 or smaller at a
desired shutter speed of 1/250. A faster film (100-200
ASA) should be carried as reserve in case of poor light
conditions.

Aerotriangulated points

Many areas in Greenland are covered by vertical

(5)v = Arctan (0.4 f / c)
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aerial photographs on a scale of 1:150 000 taken with a
super wide angle photogrammetric camera within the
last decade. These photographs are used by GGU for
regional topographical and geological mapping and
have therefore been aerotriangulated (Hougaard et al. ,
1991). Using the aerotriangulated points the 1:150000
photographs are easily set up in the analytical plotter.
They are therefore an excellent source of measuring
points for the orientation of blocks of small-frame
oblique photographs, or of vertical and oblique aerial
photographs on a larger scale. The identification, mea
surement and transfer of points from aerial photographs
can be done with an accuracy better than 20 microns on
the smallest photograph scale involved. Accuracies ob
tained in the transfer of points from aerial photographs
on a scale of 1:150 000 is therefore better than 3 metres
in location and elevation - provided, of course, that the
aerotriangulated points used to set up the 1:150 000
photographs have this high degree of accuracy.

Simple jield measurements

Aerotriangulated aerial photographs are a very con
venient and efficient source of control points for the
setting up of a multi-model block. However, situations
may occur where aerial photographs are unavailable, or
where they cannot be orientated because of lack of
control points or modem maps. Furthermore, they may
be on a scale where the point measurement accuracy is
insufficient for the actual multi-model mapping project.
In such situations control information must be mea
sured in the fieid. Today, direct measurement of coor
dinated control points is time consuming and demands
surveying equipment and expertise that are expensive to
establish. In the near future Global Positioning Systems
(GPS) may be able to provide a sufficiently precise and
operational solution that can be easily handled.

For the time being, the multi-model method accepts
various types of fieId observations that are especiaIly
suited for orientation of dose range photographic
blocks. The folIowing control types can be used by the
multi-model programme: elements such as the camera
stations described above, known camera rotations,
three-dimensional coordinate points, plane coordinates,
elevations, horizontal or spatial distances, coordinate
differences, and azimuth measurements. Examples of
ground control that can be easily measured in the field
are: elevation differences measured with an altimeter,
tape- or pace-measured distances along the ground, and
compass directions between points that can be identi
fied in the photographs. The multi-model programme is
designed so that it is relatively easy for an application
programmer to incorporate any new type of control into

the bundle block adjustment. Therefore, whatever
ground-control information that can be measured in the
fieId should be collected. If the software cannot accom
modate the information, a programmer can add mod
ules to the adjustment that incorporates the new type of
control.

If the control is based solely on measurements col
lected in the fieid, the minimum requirements to orien
tate a block of photogrammetric models are: one plane
position (that may be guessed if the absolute position is
unimportant), one pace- or tape-measured distance,
one compass direction, and three altimeter elevations.
If the block consists of one, two, or three models this
minimum is sufficient to ensure reasonable accuracy,
although a few additional measurements are strongly
recommended to help identify possibie gross errors in
the control. If the block consists of more than three
models, then, in order to control error propagation, the
tape distance, compass direction, and altimeter eleva
tions should be repeated for every three or four models.

All control information entered in the multi-model
programme is weighted according to a priori estimated
errors so that each measurement influences the orien
tation only according to its own accuracy. Therefore,
even inaccurate field observations can supplement the
ground control configuration without deforming the
photogrammetric tie between models or interfering with
other, more accurate, control data. A priori estimates
must be determined and supplied by the person who
establishes the control in the fieid.

Summary

In geologic photogrammetry it is desirable to be able
to map from strips or blocks of small-frame photographs
taken during field work with a hand-held camera. The
combination of vertical or oblique aerial photographs
and small-frame field photographs allows detailed map
ping in areas of special interest or areas covered with
shadows in the vertical photographs.

The method described in this paper has been devel
oped to accommodate these special needs in geologic
photogrammetry. A camera calibration procedure is es
tablished so that standard small-frame cameras can be
used in photogrammetric mapping. The multi-model
programme performs photogrammetric orientation of
strips or blocks of small-frame photographs, and com
bines mapping from vertical or oblique aerial photo
graphs with small-frame photographs. The computer
guided free movement .of the measuring mark between
stereo models is a significant aid to photogeologic map
compilation, because interpretative work often requires
frequent movements between several models of differ-



ent scales and views to understand and map the geol
ogy.

For fieId photography a small-frame camera with a
wide angle lens focused at infinity or with the lens
securely fixed at a shorter calibrated focus should be
used. In order to obtain the best stereoscopie percep
tion of the model(s), photographs should be taken with
camera axes as dose to parallel as possible; the con
vergence angle should be less than 20°. As a precaution
ary measure, 80 percent photograph overlap should be
used rather than 60 percent. High resolution film (64
ASA or slower) is recommended for best results. Al
though control points are primarily transferred from
stereoscopic aerial photographs or topographic maps,
simple field measurements can also be used for orien
tation.

After set up of the photographs in the analytical
plotter, software permits the geoJogist to readiJy oper
ate the analyticai plotter and map from the block of
small-frame photographs as easily as from vertical aerial
photographs.
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